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Read the following text, and then answer the questions.

ww

The Most permanent contribution of an optimization study may well be qualitative rather than
quantitative. These problems may be classified based on the nature of the objective function and
the system constraints. Optimization problems on the other hand, are classified on the basis of
whether or not they involve constraints on the decision variables. Obviously the unconstrained
problems are easier to solve than the constrained ones. The unconstrained problems are further
classified based on whether the objective function involves one or several design variables.
Basically there are two important classes of methods for solving the unconstrained problems.
These methods are the direct search and the gradient-based methods. An important class of
constrained optimization problem is linear programming which requires both objective function
and the constraints to be linear functions. Although the linear programming models are
widely used and accepted in practice, the nonlinear programming models are the most general
kinds of the optimization problems

Now choose a, b, c or d which best completes each item.
1.The most important contribution of an optimization study may be

a. quantitative

b.both quantitative and qualitative

c.qualitative

d. neither quantitative, nor qualitative

2.The classification of optimization problems may be based on the nature of

' a. the direct search method

b. the objective function

c. the system constraints

d. both b and c

3.The most general optimization problems are generally grouped under

a. the nonlinear programming

b. the linear programming

c. the analytical forms

d. no analytical forms
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4……………determines the classification of the unconstrained problems.

a. the amount of the objective functions

ww

b.the variables of the objective function
c.the constraints
d.the linearity or nonlinearity of the objective function
5.In the linear programming

a. the objective function is linear

b. there is no constraints

c. the constraints are linear

d. both the objective and constraints are linear

Read the following text, and then answer the questions.
The term `data' and `information' are sometimes used interchangeably, although some consider them to
be different concepts. In general, data are objective, whereas the nature of information is different and
exists only when it is relevant to a recipient. Data processing systems are systems that manipulate data
to produce other data or information. In such systems different types of operations like recording,
classifying, storing, calculating, summarizing, retrieving, reproducing and distributing may be
performed. Encoding data on events or transactions by major types is called classifying, while
identifying and transcribing data about events or transactions is named recording. When we arrange
transaction data and related calculations into report format, we summarize them and when we hold
transaction data temporarily or permanently we are storing them. Retrieving data is another
performance in which file searching or scanning of stored data is occurred to perform additional
calculations or update data on file. Reproducing is another performance in which printing and
developing reports are done and finally moving reports to users of information is called distributing.

Now choose a, b, c or d which best completes each item.
6.Printing reports such as sales performance reports or materials status reports are identified

as……………
a. recording

6از2ﺻﻔﺤﻪ

b. reproducing

c. summarizing

d. storing
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7.Moving reports to users such as sales performance reports to sales manager is categorized

as………………...
a. distributing
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b. retrieving

c. calculating

d. summarizing

8 .In general data is objective, whereas information is……………..

a. interchangeable

b. symbolic

c.subjective

d. informative

9.Arranging transaction data into report format for example developing a sales performance

report for each sales person is called …………………
a. calculating

b. storing

c.summarizing

d. retrieving

10.When we encode data by major types for example material purchases by type of material, we……..

these data.
a.classify

b. store

c. summarize

d. record

Fill in the blanks with the most appropriate word.
Quality control circles were refined and popularized in..................(11)……….. to improve product
quality, with raising……(12)……a high-order goal. Worker involvement in resolving quality problems and
dedication

to

solving

production

difficulties

are

continually

stressed.

A

commonly

accepted………(13)……………of a quality control circles is a small group of ………….(14)………who
perform similar or related work and who meet voluntarily to solve workplace-related problems. Quality
control

circles

are

highly

oriented

to

production

and

operations,

with

sharp

attention

to…………(15)…………results Quality contrel circle use …….(16)….. developed many years ago by
industrial engineers, such as motion…………….(17)………….,work simplification , and other refined,
analytical methods and ……………..(18)…….techniques.
Quality control circles usually highly structured within a ………(19)… with committees leaders, and
specialists.
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b.Germany

c.America

d.Japan

b.automation

c. effectiveness

d.both a and c

b.definition

c.operation

d.technique

b.suppliers

c.middle managers

d. employees

b. corporate level

c. company level

d. both a and b

b.practices

c. routines

d. problems

b. management

c. strategy

d.organization

b. improving

c. improved

d. improves

b. organization

c. company

d. both b and c

w.

a.England

ww

12.

a. efficiency

13.

a.problem
14.

a.top managers
15.

a. bottom-line
16.

a.something
17.

a.study
18.

a.improvement
19.

a.cell

In this part, you are asked to find appropriate Persian equivalents for given English terms

and expressions, and to find appropriate English equivalents for given Persian terms and

expressions. For Each question, choose a, b, c or d which corresponds your answer and mark it
on your answer sheet.
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20.unitary whole

اﻟﻒ .ﺑﻬﺒﻮد ﻛﻴﻔﻴﺖ

ب.ﺗﺤﻠﻴﻞ ﻛﻴﻔﻴﺖ

ج.ﺗﻀﻤﻴﻦ ﻛﻴﻔﻴﺖ

د.ﺳﻨﺠﺶ ﻛﻴﻔﻴﺖ

اﻟﻒ.ﺗﻨﻮع

ب.زﻧﺠﻴﺮه

ج.ﺳﻠﺴﻠﻪ ﻣﺮاﺗﺐ

د.ﺗﻌﺎﻣﻞ

اﻟﻒ.اﺛﺮات دوره اي

ب .ﺗﺎﺛﻴﺮ ﻫﻤﻴﺸﮕﻲ

ج .دوره ﻫﺎي ﺗﺎﺛﻴﺮ

د .ﺗﺎﺛﻴﺮات ﻛﻠﻴﻨﻴﻜﻲ
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اﻟﻒ .ﻛﻞ واﺣﺪ

ب .واﺣﺪ ﻛﻠﻲ

ج.ﻛﻞ ﻳﻜﭙﺎرﭼﻪ

w.

د.ﮔﺰﻳﻨﻪ ﻫﺎي اﻟﻒ و ج

21.quaility assurancc

22.hierarchy

23. cyclical influences

24.unconstrained optimization problems
اﻟﻒ .ﺑﻬﻴﻨﻪ ﺳﺎزي ﻣﺴﺎﻳﻞ ﺑﺪون ﻫﻴﭻ ﻣﺤﺪودﻳﺘﻲ

ب .ﻣﺴﺎﻳﻞ ﺑﻬﻴﻨﻪ ﺳﺎزي ﺑﺪون ﻣﺤﺪودﻳﺖ

ج .ﺣﺬف ﻣﺤﺪودﻳﺖ ﻣﺴﺎﻳﻞ ﺑﻬﻴﻨﻪ ﺳﺎزي

د .ﺑﻬﻴﻨﻪ ﺳﺎزي ﻣﺴﺎﻳﻞ ﻣﺤﺪودﻳﺖ دار

.25ﺑﺎﻻ ﭘﺎﻳﻴﻦ

d. top down

c. high down

b. bottom up

a. down top

.26ﺗﻐﻴﻴﺮات ﺧﻴﻠﻲ زﻳﺎد

b. substantial variations

a. very variations

d. both a and c

c. much variations

.27ﭘﺮدازش دﺳﺘﻲ داده ﻫﺎ

b.manual data processing

a.manual processing data

d.data processing manual

c.processing manual data
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b.screening
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a . segmenting

ﺑﺨﺶ ﺑﻨﺪي ﻛﺮدن.28

c.dividing

d. distributing
ﺗ ﺤﻠﻴ ﻞ ﺣ ﺴ ﺎ ﺳﻴ ﺖ ﻣﺴﺌﻠﻪ. 29

a.problem sensitivity analysis

b.analyzing sensitivity problem

c.sensitivity problem analysis

d.analyzing problem sensitivity
اﺑﺘﻜﺎري.30

a. heuristic

6از6ﺻﻔﺤﻪ

b.deterministic

c.quadratic

d.optimistic

